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and final; that, like any other professional man, they could if
they wished move to a more rewarding area after a few years'
apprenticeship. Perhaps attachment to a group centre instead
of being shackled to a surgery attached to a house might
help.

What Do We Want ?

What do we want ? I do not think we know exactly. We
want more hospital beds. I do not think we are very happy
about a salaried service, but a Labour Government might
achieve this whether we wanted it or not, or whether, with the
cost of premises, the country could afford it or not. We are
afraid to let the capitation system go because it provides a
steady income, but it brings in its train a terrifying sense of
diminished responsibility on the part of the public. We could
not be happy, as the Scandinavians are, with a fee for service
unless the fee were realistic.

Essentially, we want the public, the Minister of Health, and
the Treasury-the biggest obstacle of all-to decide what we
are worth for abandoning our freehold in a liberal profession

because of the promises made in a now out-dated Spens
Report. We want to be trusted individually and as a pro-
fession, and we want to play the game without a surfeit of
regulations, orders, and officials. We do not want to blanch if
we get a letter from the Ministry or from the executive
council.
We cannot tell what the future holds, but Robert Browning

wrote: " Grow old along with me, the best is yet to be," and
to wait to see what is going to happen next is one of the most
fascinating pursuits of life-and a great aid to longevity.

Much of the information given in this address has been gathered
from Mr. James Hogarth's informative book2 on the payment of
doctors in Europe. I am also grateful to Mr. A. Huet Owen, of
Professional Projects Ltd., European Office, Munich, for helpful
information on the medical service in Germany.
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MEDICAL HISTORY

The Freud-Janet Controversy: An Unpublished Letter
An exhibition on the history of psychotherapy was arranged at
the Wellcome Historical Medical Library in conjunction with
the International Congress of Psychotherapy held in London
last August. One of the exhibits was a letter from Professor
Freud to Dr. E. A. Bennet, and it aroused considerable
interest as well as perplexity in some who had not heard of
the Freud-Janet controversy; consequently it seemed desir-
able to put this matter into perspective.
Freud attended Charcot's clinic at the Salpe'triere from the

autumn of 1885 until the spring of 1886 and this turned out
to be a momentous time for him. Already he had published
a number of papers on organic diseases of the nervous system,
having decided to specialize in this subject. He writes:

" With an eye to material considerations I began to study
nervous diseases. . . . In the distance glimmered the great
name of Charcot; so I formed a plan of first obtaining an
appointment as Lecturer on Nervous Diseases in Vienna
and of then going to Paris to continue my studies. . . . In
those days I understood nothing about the neuroses."'
Enlightenment came in Paris-he learned that neurosis had

a meaning-that patients with hysteria were sick in mind
rather than in body.

Pierre Janet, three years younger than Freud, was also a

postgraduate pupil of Charcot's. Later he established a

reputation for his clinical reports on hysteria and psychasthenia.
On the completion of his studies abroad Freud began

practice in Vienna, and slowly his name and his work on
psycho-analysis became known. His theories were harshly
criticized and it was openly stated that anything of value in
psycho-analysis had been copied from Janet. Wagner-
Jauregg, among others, was said to have spread this rumour.2
At all events speculation continued for years. It was follow-
ing a discussion on the subject, at a medical meeting, that
Freud was asked about his relations with Janet, and the
letter opposite was his answer.

Zilboorg and Henry3 allude to the controversy: "Janet is
frequently classed amongst the adherents to the school of
Salpetrirre, but in actuality he was far- removed from it and
did not belong to the Charcot group." This, in itself, would

not exclude Janet's influence on Freud's developing ideas,
and it should be read in conjunction with the reference to
Janet in the Introductory Lectures.4

"That the symptoms in neurosis had significance was
first discovered by J. Breuer in the study and cure of a case
of hysteria (1880-82). . . . P. Janet independently reached
the same result; in fact priority in publication must be
granted to the French investigator, for Breuer did not pub-
lish his observations until more than a decade later (1893-
95). Incidentally, it is of no great importance to us who
made the discovery, for you know that every discovery is
made more than once, and none is made all at once."

To begin with Freud accorded high recognition to Janet
for his explanation of neurotic symptoms as expressions of
idees inconscientes. Later this appreciation vanished when
Janet implied that the unconscious was nothing more than
a makeshift, une faxon de parler.
A number of writers, fully aware of the importance of

Freud's discoveries, took it for granted that he had been
influenced by Janet. Thus Wittels,5 who wrote on Freud,
says:

" Freud came to Paris with a mind filled with the details
of cerebral anatomy . . . but at the Saltpetriere he acquired
a new conception of the neuroses, one he was to continue
to hold throughout life. . . A study of the works of
Delbceuf, Binet, and Pierre Janet had led him far into the
domain of the unconscious mental life. . . . Thus the roots

of the Freud of later days reach back to 1886."

According to Dalbiez6 " General opinion could only regard
Breuer and Freud as Janet's disciples." Bernard Hart7
writes:

" Mental disorder may . . . be properly attacked from
the standpoint of psychology. . . . The first great advances
in this direction were made by the French psycho-
logists . . . culminating in the classical work of Janet."

Jung8 comments on the same topic:
" His [Freud's] great and unique merit, to my mind, lies

in his discovery of the method for exploring the uncon-
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scious and, more particularly, dreams. . . . I do not wish to
belittle Freud's achievement, but I feel I must be fair to all
those who have wrestled with the great problems of medical
psychology and who, through their labours, have laid the
foundations without which neither Freud nor myself would
have been able to accomplish our tasks. Thus Pierre Janet,
August Forel, Theodore Flournoy, Morton Prince, Eugen
Bleuler, deserve gratitude and remembrance whenever we
speak of the first steps of medical psychology."
Janet9 himself was quite blunt and said explicitly that Freud

plagiarized his ideas though he changed the terminology.
Thus "psychological analysis" (Janet) became "psycho-
analysis " (Freud), and Janet's "restriction of consciousness "

Freud called "repression." Janet also insisted that the
doctrines of psycho-analysis "originated out of the studies
made by French investigators concerning traumatic
memories."10
From these observations it might be concluded that Freud

was familiar with Janet's teaching during his stay in Paris.
This would be a mistake, for Janet's first work appeared in
1889, and in the same year Charcot appointed him to take
charge of the Psychological Laboratory at the Salpetriere.11
Janet was a prolific writer and published many books in the
following years, and from what Freud himself has written it
is certain that he was acquainted with Janet's views, and for
a time was impressed by them, though he never met him or
heard his name mentioned during his visit to Paris. What-
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ever may be thought of the Freud-Janet controversy one
thing is beyond question-Freud's mature work bore no
resemblance to that of Janet. "He may be said to have
found his point of departure in Janet's theory [but he] has
travelled far from that point."12 Janet taught that neurosis
affected those of inadequate constitution and was due to dis-
sociation of consciousness. His account of dissociation and
its many forms was a valuable contribution to descriptive
psychiatry, but unfortunately it was never clear how dis-
sociation worked. Freud's entirely different explanation of
the origin of symptoms through mental conflict and repression
has to all intents and purposes been accepted by psycho-
therapists the world over.

E. A. B.
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essay "On the History of the Psycho-analytic Movement 1914"
[Zur Geschichte der Psychoanalytischen Bewegung 1914]. I made
it known that the observations of Breuer, on which I built further,
were quite independent of those of 7anet. They were made years
earlier, though they became publicly known much later.

I never had personal contact with 7anet. I am older than he.
When I studied with Charco, in 1885-6, I never heard his name
mentioned, and have neither seen him nor spoken to him since.
From the beginning he took up a hostile attitude to my psycho-
analysis, and brought forward some arguments against it which I
had to call "uanpleasant."
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